Protein kinase A regulates cell cycle progression of mouse fertilized eggs by means of MPF.
Cell cycle of one-cell stage mouse fertilized eggs was accompanied by fluctuation in the concentration of adenosine 3'5'-monophosphate (cAMP) and in the activity of free catalytic subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA). The concentration of cAMP and the activity of free catalytic subunit of PKA decreased at the onset of mitosis and increased at the transition between mitosis and G1 phase. Stimulation of PKA by microinjection of cAMP into one-cell stage mouse embryos at G2 phase induced interphase arrest and prevented the activation of M-phase promoting factor (MPF). Upon blockage of the activation of PKA by microinjecting a thermostable PKA inhibitor (PKI) into one-cell stage mouse embryos at G2 phase, the increase in the MPF activity occurred 30 min earlier than in control group. When a high dose of PKI was microinjected, a transition into interphase was prevented, and the activity of MPF remained high. Western blot analysis showed that Cdc2 remained phosphorylated in cAMP microinjected embryos by the time when control embryos were at metaphase and showed dephosphorylated Cdc2; conversely, Cdc2 dephosphorylation was accelerated in PKI-microinjected embryos. At the same time, Cdc2 was phosphorylated at Tyr15 at G2 phase and even at M phase when cAMP was microinjected but was dephosphorylated when PKI was microinjected. PKI microinjection also prevented cyclin B degradation and sustained MPF activity, thus delaying the transition from metaphase to anaphase. Our results show that PKA, by inhibiting MPF, regulates cell cycle progression of fertilized eggs.